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INTR OD UCTION

September, 1956, marked the first decade of the General Electric Company's operation at

Hanford. The most significant operational growth aspects during this period were the additions

of improved reactors, improved chemical processing plants, and the realization of a broad research

and development organization.

In late 1946 the plant consisted of a fuel element preparation facility, an irradiation

processing plant of three reactors, and a separations plant. At that time it was believed that

the reactors were nearing the end of their useful life and one reactor was placed in stand.by

until July,, 1948, as a reserve to insure continuity in production.

As a result of technological developments and operating experience, the original reactors

are still producing in 1956 and each of these reactors routinely achieve a production rate greater

ihan the combined design capacity for the three reactors. During the lO-year period, five addi.

tional reactors were designed and constructed, including the two K reactors that started operation

.. early in 1955. At the close of 1956, construction modifications were in progress which will still

further increase the capacity of the older reactors.

The original separations facilities have been replaced with improved process plants for

increased production, isolation and fabrication of metal, and recovery of depleted uranium. The

production capacity has been increased to process the production realized from the eight reactors.

Many additional supporting processes and facilities have been added to the Hanford

plant as the accompanying map and chart illustrate. The capital value of the entire plant is

almost four times the value of ten years ago.

Programs are underway for further improvement in irradiation, fuel element and chemi.

cal processing technology. This annttal report records many of the technological advances

achieved during the year, together with the _tctivities and performance related to the General

Electric Compan_,'s operation at Hanford in 1956.
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SAFETY AND HEALTH Duringthe lostquarterof 1956,3,471,711exposure
hourswerecompletedwithouta losttimeinjury,qualifying
HAPOfortheNationalSafetyCouncilawardof honorfor

Accident prevention activities at Hanford, theeighth consecutiveyear.
directed towards providing safer working

conditions and increased employee safety SAFETY
• awareness, have provided an excellent safety nA'rc RArE

. climate at Hanford. From September, 1946, 8.00 I000

through December 31, 1956, only 110 dis- "

abling injuries have occurred. A frequency 6.00 750

rate of 0.67 for 175 million hours of expos-

ure, with a severity rate of 183, is recorded 4.00 500

for ten years operation at Hanford.

The city of Richland, termed "the nation's 2.00 ------- 250

healthiest city", maintained its outstanding

health record. In 1956, the provisional death

rate was 2.6 as compared to the "expected 1 HAPO- 1956

rate" of 4.1 after adjustments for age differ- _ Chemical a Allied Industry-1955
ences. 1 Ali Industry-1955
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PRODUCTION

INPUT PRODUCTION AND

POWER LEVELS

Plutonium input production in 1956 increased

39% over 1955. This increase was primarily due

to the full year's operation of the two K Reactors.

Effective start-up of KE was April 17, 1955, and

KW on March 11, 1955. The total average power

level of ali eight reactors during 1956 was 25%

above the 1955 average. Levels at ali reactors

remained relatively constant until October when
the B Reactor was shut down for the Water Plant

Expansion Work. An increase of 24% in the power

level allowance at the K Reactors during the last

three months of the year offset the above outage.
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!RRAI)IATI()N SERVI(IES (:OST ()F SPE(:IAi. PR(')I)U(.'TS

Umh:r the Radioi,.q)tOl.: I)istriimtiou Program, (:osts for s[M'rial production work in 1956 were

15 radioi_mtopes, with a total activity value of limited to freight and handling charges associated

45,(){X) curies, were prepar_i for use in medical with offsite shipments of /,I-233, Rala, Polonium,

and industrial research. Other irradiation ,,_:rviees and deplet_l fuel elements i_sed for enrichment in0

included: |ruth the Mint and U-233 programs.

I. Testing aral evaluating effects of irrmliation
' on metals, lmth fissionable and non.fission-

aide, and other materials.

2. ()peration of high temperature (600 ° F) re-

circulating water loop in support of Navy

Reactor Programs.

3. Feasibility and design studies of a recirculat-

ing gas loop for the Army Rcactors Branch.

4. Operation of a gamma irradiation facility in

_upport of Army Air Force research.

COSTS

IRRADIATION UNIT (:O$'1'

Start-up of (,"Reactor in I)eccml,:r, 1952, anti

the two K Reactors in March and April of 1955,

have contributed significantly to the lowering of

. irradiation unit costs. As shown in the monthly

unit cost chart, during the last ten months of 1956,
the unit costs were below the record low established

in I)ecember, 1955.

I |
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FUEL ELEMENT FAILURES

Fuel element failures in the last nine months

of 1956 averaged only eleven per month-a con-

siderable improvement over December, 1955, and

early I956. The highest rupture experience to det,"

for eight.reactor operation was the forty failures re-

corded in December, 1955. With rupture frequency

still high in January and February, an overall rup-

ture control program was started, lt included:

I. The discharge of rupture-prone material at

a modified goal exposure.

2. Reduction of effluent water temperature lim-
its at selected reactors.

o

3. {:onversion of rupture-prone high factor tubes

al selected reactors to low concentration pro-
duction.

PROCESS TUBE PERFORMANCE
/

=_ A reduetiou iii the frequency of process tube

i leakage was realized during the last six months of

L956. This reduction is basically the result of the

Tube Replacement Program which started in Sep-

tember, 1955, and is still active. Lowering process

water pH during mid.1956 decreased the rate of
tube corrosion and also contributed to the water

leakage reduction.

PROCESSTUBE PERFORMANCE
(NUMOeR0F tUee LEAKS-

EXCLUDING VAN STONE FLANGES)

index 1 1955 _ 1956
- 26_

- I_'__ a4 - ,
_ zz

- 1zo , ,,

- " i I
2 le -

16 , -
! =14 .....
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OPERATING IMPROVEMENTS "'_'

AND PROCESS TECHI_OLOGY

VARIABLE GOAL DISCHARGE SYSTEM

Analysis of fuel element failures in the opel-.
ation of HAPO reactors showed that the number of

failures increased exponentially with tube power.

In I954, production personnel began scheduling

low power tubes to a higher concentration. This

permitted high power (rupture prone) tubes to be
scheduled to a lower concentration without increas-

ing uranium usage. This concept is called '*Variable

Goal Discharging" and the principles have been

confirmed by engineering and operation research
studies.

o

Production losses due to fuel element failures

vary as reactor conditions change. However, quan-

titative application of these engineering evaluation_

permit approximate calculation of savings resulting

from _'Variable Goal Discharging".

PROCESS TUBE REPLACEMENT PROGRAm[
m

r

!

' _' .-";. " ..... ". " " I'
,D

Development of a tube-tool holder, capable of holding 24 new tubes, contribuled in decreasing tube replacement
rates. Theholder, shownabove, is raised by work area cranesto the levelsrequired for replacement.

Radioactive tools are repaired
in the "hot" machine shop.

*UIICL,A_|IFI| II
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TUBE LEAKS AND TUBES REPLACED AND REPLACEMENT

w,,,, c,v.l,,,, ,,, ,u,,
GALLONS OF WATER NUMBER OF LEAKS NUMBER OF TUBES HOURS

/ _ ------7ooo , ooo e,==
o

15,000 I __ 75 750 1.5

I(3,000 -- __ _-- 50 500 1.0

5,000 2 5 2 5 0 O. 5

i
.,.,.,,

O' I' I Z 13['4-1955 s I 2!. 19563 I < O O_ 0

Recalculation of corrosion indices during the spring A program for routine replacement of process tubes

• of 1955, together with physical examination of tubes, was begun ;n September, 1955, before thewall thicknes, af
indicated that process tube corrosion in the B, O, F, and the tubes was reduced to less than 30 mils. The progr,.:,

H Reactors was approaching the point where the wall continued on a schedule of one reactor shut down each

thickness of 1200 tubes had decreased to approximately week for the following twelve months. A total of 2,829
30 mils, and c_n additional 2400 tubes ,vould reach this tubes were replaced during this time. The decrease in

point within a year. Tests had shown that when tube the number of tubes replaced in the fourth quarter of

• wall thickness becomes less than 30 mils, tube penetra- 1956 was due to elimination of tube replacement backlog,

tions occur, resulting ;n the entry of water to the Reactor. continuation of the program on a current basis with em-

phasis on el;mination of by-passed "problem tubes', as
• PRODUCTION TtME LOSS well as tubes that have been out of service for some time.

HRS.LOST FROM TUBE LEAKS
500 ......... REPLACEMENT COST PER TUBE

liII $25OO lm PRODUCTION LOSS -

._._ iL_'_ MAINTENANCE400

2OOO-iI_I-___ OTHER ....

:500
IOOO

200 500

• lO0 ..... 1955 1956 _
I

" !o, ! i I iii / / n Oe,elopm.ntof new tools, techniques, and training
O L.-- :_ " i 3 "i 4 I I | 2 I 3 j 4 methods contributed to the reduction of tube replacement

1955 1956 time from approximately 2.4 hours to 1.2 hours.

Q

A maintenance craftsman guides

' / a channel broach-tube pulling tool
/_, into o reactor gun barrel• In one

operation, this tool broaches the

graphite channel and inserts a new

tube. This job formerly required

_ two separate operations.

DECLASSIFIED WITH DELETIONS
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REACTOR COOLANT REACTOR CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION

The Water Plant Expansion program will result Poiloa Splines

in increased coolant flows to ali production reactors 'l'e_t_ of the poison spline _upplemetgtal reactiv-

except the K Reactors. To assure efficient utiliza- ity control system were started late igt the year.

tion of the ine_ flows, potential problems were This system eonsist_ primarily of thin boron.filled

investigated, alundnum splines that slide under the uranium

The connections between proce_ tubes and charge in any tube on which special water-_eal caps

front face piping were tested to determine at what have been installed. The splines can be hand in-

conditions cavitation would occur with possible Ion aerted and mechanically withdrawn during normal

of coolant to the tube_, reactor operation; during withdrawal the irradiated

A program wu conducted to characterize the spline is chopped into small pieces which fall into

hydraulic effects in the tubes obtained under high a shielding cask.

tube coolant flows and tube power conditions, lt Full use of this inexpe.nsive method for supple-

was nece_uu'y to demonstrate that operation at high menting the horizontal control rods would minimize

fl'dws and powers would not increase the probability low level operation during reactivity transient_ atttl

• , of undetected io_ of coolant flow and the resultant would permit more effective °'llattening" of ilux

melting of fuel elements, cladding, and tubes, distribution during equilibrium operation. The fact

A decrease in corrosion rate_ is already being that splines could be u_ed in any tube in the reactor

reflected by increased proee_ tube life. Al_o, this and at no reduction in the number of uranium.bear-

decrease in corrosion rates removes one of the ing channels is al_o attractive front the economic

barriers to operation at higher effluent coolant tem- standpoint. Further tvsting will be carried out to

peratures and, hence, operation at higher powers, evaluate the mechanical problems of large scale use

Another significant water treatment improve- of this system during reactor operation.

ment was obtained by sub,Jtituting an organic

/locculant for activated silica. This change resulted .'_" _

in an initial savings of $200,000 for expansion of

the activated silica addition equipment required by

the Water Plant Expansion Program. Use of the _ I

new organic flocculant addition will cost about

8200,000 less per year than the use of activated

silica.

IMPROVEMENT IN THE PROCESS QUALITY
' OF REAa'OR COOLING WATER

E

O

.0.75

-

IL

_ 0.25

u

°_

- ,_
_ 0.00m

8.0 7.5 7.0 6.5 Pni,^n cpl;no ,emovn! "chopper"in np.-,,",t;,on.pH .......................

=
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Improved Instrumentation bounds are exceeded. The necessary project action

A program of tests demonstrated the capability to install these improved systems at ali reactors is

of newly developed nuclear sensors and e_ociated underway.

electronics to sense anti record the neutron density Action has also been taken to provide safety

in the highly sub-critical reactor. This development circuit trips from reactor effluent temperature

permits continuous monitoring of reactivity during monitoring at the six older reactors. This is a zone-

the critical loading, start-up, and post-critical low type system wherein one control tube out of every

level phases of operation, lt also makes possible nine process tubes is monitored. Protection will

the sensing of rates of change in reactivity, and be provided against excessive localized tube power

automatic aetlvation of safety systems if prudent generation, particularly under transient conditions.

ANALYSIS OF FUEL ELEMENT FAILURES

Ruptures occurred in 176 fuel elements during the year. The number of failures incurred by various

tyl_;., of mt, tsl in 1955 and 1956 are shown in the following table.

_ NUMBER OF FALLING CHARGES BY METAL TYPE

• , TYPE OF METAL NUMBER OF FAILURES

1955 1956

NORMAL URANIUM PRODUCTION METAL 154 135

ALUMINUM U235 ALLOY 12 7

PRODUCTION TESTMATERIAL 33 34

The maj,rity of the normal uranium fuel element failures were attributable to corrosion. The side-

hot-slat type, which is characterized l)y intergranular corrosion penetration of the fuel element jacket, was

the most prevalent type of corrosion failure.
UNCLAS$1FI[O

- .'_

" (' i ' _,..
, ,/ _ IgSS FRACTIONOF

s 0.1 0.2 0.3

' i i /....... " :"" ........ __.:" CLEAVAGE j,o

I °'' &, !, , , ,,

I _,°_-°,.-if i
I _'°_-"°*_'°' JJJ.n

This is a side-hot-spottype of rupture. Intergranular
corrosioncausedpenetration of the slug jacket. Note the
shinyregion (left center) where the mostsevere intergron- UNCLASSIFIED
ular attack occurred,and the elliptical film pattern indica-
tive of flow path disturbance.
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NEW FACILITIES

WATER PLANT EXPANSION

The construction program for increasing production of the reactors started in 1955 and continued

through 1956. At year end the Phase I program for B, D, and DR Reactors was 85% complete and

Phase II for the F and H Reactors was 48 % complete.

Changes in the water plants include: Changes to the reactors include:

1. Installation of new or rebuilt pumps of high- 1. Replacement of front-face doers.

er capacity in the River Pump Housei. 2. ln6tallation of new IOO-K type teflon flexible

2. Installation of new transport lines from the connectors.

River Pump House (181 Building} to the 3. Installation of new downcomers of the con.

Filter Plant and Pump House (183 Building). trolled-fall, multiple cell and orifice plate

3. Modifications to the filler plan_, type.

4. Installation of higher capacity pumps in the Installation of new etIiuent and outfall lines is also

- Process Pump Buildings (190 Building). included in this program.
g NII_I$1 I1'11II

• ¢.

I

-.. I
t

lm L

A typical cell in the recirculation test facility. HeatEight new process water pumps were

installed in the 190-B pump houseannex. The large, flat exchanger is in left background.

disksare 20-tan fly-wheels, having motorsal one end and
speedincreasersand pomps at the other.

• _,c_,,,,,,,, _t_,_ _ _ .... .....
t

/.

" -li I. r ".

_**
_' .4m_l)Al_flA_.,._,( _• " . .t-

d

:. : _" "*':':-_T..---" .¢,

%- -o-o- _ -

,,,ll_h,.,db--

t

Construction methods used in installing new outfall "-"

lines at B and D Areas. After this last 150 foot section of Visual aids of the Poison Column Control Facility are

line is lowered into piace, o diver connects it to the up- used by engineers in demonstrating the system to super-

stream line. visors and operators.

: ]4 DECLASSIF-IED WITH DELETIONS
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1706 KER BUILDING RECIRCULATION tion system is connected by piping to the inlet and

TEST FACILITY outlet process water tubes of the reactor. "['est

coolant cen be circulated continuously through the

Start-up tests were made at the end of the year closed circuit effected by the test facility and process

in the new Recirculation Test Facility. The cxperi, tube. Heat removal and temperature can be adjust-

" mental equipment is located in four 18 x 40 foot ed to and maintained at desired experimental levels

underground cells and is comprised of four separate in each ioop_

. loops or closed recirculation systems. A tunnel Tests and studies of coolants made possible by

from the 1706 KER Building leads into the adja- this facility are described in the Research and De.

cent 105 KE Reactor and each recircula- veiopment section of this report.

' rht leads into 105 KE Building. Cells..orearranged crosswaysof
building ba . . ..

" NEW REACTOR PROGRAMS

S¢oping and preliminary design studies of a

new reactor plant were near completion at the end

POISON COLUMN CONTROL AND of the year. The basic project was to prepare a

SAFETY INTERLOCK SYSTEM design scope package of a 2400 MW reactor opti.

Poison Column Control is the first supplemental mlzcd for economy of plutonium production which

reactor control system to be successfully applied to couhi be designed, constructed, and placed in opera-

the Hanford Reactors. With this system it is !)o8- tion within thirty months after authorization.

sible to charge and discharge poison fuel elements The design was based on the K Reactors, in-

, during reactor operation. Greater operational con. corporating technological advances and operating

, troi flexibility is attained which is particularly improvements adaptable to the requirements of an

beneficial in allowing the reactor to be restarted accelerated design and construction program, lm-

after a short outage for removal of a ruptured fuel proved design features include:

element. 1. Recirculation of primary coolant to eliminate

In conjunction with the Poison Column Control, river contamination.

an Electrical Safety Interlock System was developed 2. Larger diameter process tubes to accommo-

which makes it impossible to operate equipment date improved fuel elements.

, under unsafe conditions. The Panellit Gage must 3. Improved fuel charging to reduce personnel

be on e'by-pass", tube flow reduced, the charge ma- exposure.

chine correctly positioned, rear doors locked, and 4. New filtration for stack exhaust.

the rear elevator in "up" position. With this system, 5. Nuclear stability on loss of primary coolant

further production gains may be made, as it is (under-moderated reactor).

possible to safely charge and discharge poison at 6. Maximum control in design of horizontal

near-equilibrium levels, rods, safety rods, and ball safety slots.

o .CLASSI. i-EDWIT oEr.ETIONS IS
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WELDING OPERATIOt'_ ., I1,1 _ AUTOCLAVE TESTING ., I.,

A welded closure over the braze area on the cap end Finished fuel elements are loaded into the steam auto-

is necessary to prevent corrosion through the braze area clave for high temperature and pressure testing of jacket

and consequent failure during irradiation. Semi-automatic integrity under simulated reactor operating conditions.
welders such as the ones shown are producing higher This test accelerates any corrosion tendency, and fuel eleo

quality closures than were possible wilh previous equlpment, ments exhibiting this defect are later removed from the
u,,c,._ssl,,_o process. This test also produces a heavy oxide coating

which retards corrosion during irradiation.

l GAS ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT

Gas analysis equipment, shown at left, was developed

to determine hydrogen content of uranium fuel cores. Jno

e formation is used to control braze layer porosity caused
by excessive hydrogen evolution from the uranium during

the lead dip canning operation.
I

TEST REACTOR

Fuel elements, fuel cores, ._nd aluminum components
ore tested lo determine nuclear reactivily prior 1o irradiation

u,,c_s0,F0ao processing in the production reactors, umcu,H0wa_m
e. • .

.,4 ai

" / \_'_ ...... , _._plr'_m_ ,

-liil• .,.,.. ..... ' :-

_01_ .. |

Actual measurements of the tests are recorded in the Mechanism used to insert test samples in the reactor.

control room.
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COSTS increase in labor costs, and a price increase in
aluminum fuel element components.

New and complex testing equipment designed Partially offsetting the above increases was a

to improve fuel element quality was included in 19_ improvement in productivity above the 1955

the manufacturing process on a full.time basis this average (units of production per man-hourofdirect

year. The operating and maintenance costs of this labor). This was due to continued mechanization

equipment were partially responsible for a 13% of the manufacturing processes and better utiliza.
increase above the 1955 average unit cost of fuel tion of manpower. Mechanization h;s also improved

manufacture. Other contributing factors included quality of product by better control of fuel element

extensive equipment mmlification, almut a 5% fabrication.

NEW FACILITIES

In April, 1956, the final phase of an expansion nnload mechanism for non-destructive testing

program to increase the production capacity of the machines.

' fuels preparation facilities to 750 tons per monlh 4. Relocation of the closure-weld radiograph

" was completed. This brought the total cost of the machines to the final inspection area.

entire expansion program to 5.4 million dollars 5. Installation of an electrical quality control

and increased the manufacturing floor space to reporting system.

76,500 square feet. Construction was begun on a semi.works facility

Experience with the new process equipment to ease the increasing burden of processing special

prompted further modifications to improve man. test fuel elements in the production facilities. This

power utiliy_ation and equipment performance, operation is being housed in the new fuel element

These advances inci||de: pilot plant (306 Building). Initially it will be used for

1. Installation of conveyors at the fuel element the preparation of internally and externally cooled

component cleaning machines, lead-dip canned fuel elements. It has a capacity of

2. Installation of power conveyors from the cut. 40 tons per month on a one.shift basis. Beneficial

off lathes to the wchling station, use of the semi-works is expected by April 15, 1957.

3. Installation of a prototype automatic load. The estimated total cost is $400,000.

DECLASSIFIED-WITH DELETIONS 19
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COMPONENTS

DISTRIBUTION CENTER i

Distribution center where i
cleon, inspected fuel ele.

" ment components are con-

veyed to canning lines.

Prompt and coordinated .

delivery of fuel element

components to the canning . ..

operation is mode possible ;_.• ")"/"" •

by this equipment, thus in- . . , L i ._...,_

suring continuity of pro- _ "_r ':'''''''_'I'i:':t

• . ._, "_,'.'_"

o

-- ,,,.
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BOND.PENETRATION

TESTER

Testing a dip-brazed fuel
element for acceptability

of (1)can-core bond and

(2) residual thickness of :%
aluminum can. This new

equipment makes possible
the accurate measurement

of both these properties,

--- which is necessary for the

production of maximum

performance fuel elements.
Machine is equipped with
automatic load, unload,

a_d reject device.

L ._

j_ II I QUALITY CONTROL REPORTING SYSTEM -

Rapid feed-back of product quaJlty information is necessary to permit prompt corrective action where necessary.
Picture at left shows one of the many inspection and testing stations where producl quality information is obtained and

relayed electrically to a central console (picture at right). Information is assembled at this console to give a complete and

"up to the minute" picture of process controt.
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CHEMICALPROCESSING
PUREX PROCESS

202.A BUILDING
s

PRODUCTION AND UNiT COST

._ new higll annual output of plutoniu,u was

e_tablished in the chemical processin,g i_a_its during

1956with an increase of 59_ over i955 produc-

tion. The production requirements were such that

the output of low N/gs pluto,fium was 9% greater

than 1955, while the production of high concentra-

tion l)lutonium rellected a two-fold increase over

the corresponding 1955 quantity.

'['he high output of plutonium was due in part

to the i||crea_e in the proces_i||g of high irradiation

exposure uranium_ however, a 33% increase in the

amount o|" uranium processed rcllccts increases in

plant L:apacity and improvements i,_ operating clli-
ciencies. These advances are retlccted in the unit

conversion costs for both plutonium and uretnium.

ii I iiiMnl, '1 _laWlJlJPln" ql, II lpCII
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Replacement of the plutonium concentration :"

equipment was necessary in 1956 because of ex.

cessive corrosion. A vacuum fraction_tor is being lt

installed to decrease the corrosion experienced in

the acid recovery system. Late in the year, a proto-

type dual-pass silver reactor was installed to We

better control of radioiodine during the dissolving

operation. ,j

The concentration of process wastes by use of

self-generated heat has been successful and a 45
reduction in waste volume has be,en achieved.

'_*_t SuRry'ItQ_RU)

PUREX IN-LINE SAMPLER
Monitors process streams continuously to assure opti-

mum process efficiency.

UNH STORAGE AND LOAD OUT FACILITIES
REDOX

Product uranium solution is stored, and loaded in

trailers for shipmentto another plant facility. _ To permit oplilnLinl l)roce_ii|g iii the Purex
Pla,it, Redox production of both pluto,fium aral

uranium was slightly less than 1hat of 1955. Three

process transitions were required in 1956 to per-

,nit the processing o1"both lligh and low exposure
|1ruli| u II1.

_a-"

t

T. __-'f¢.

PUREXPIPE AND OPERATING GALLERY Duri_lg the year facilities which permi! the

backeveling of waste stream_ _ere installed, result-Control valves on ali sewer and chemical piping
entering_hecanyon processequipment are located in this ing in _avings in chemical u_age and a reduclion
gallery, in _a_t_: Io_'s.
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An increase in in_tantaneou_ throughput rate FINISHED PRODUCTS

to 12 ton_ of uranium per day as comp,_:'ed to the

Pha_e 11deAign rate of 8.3 tons per day was rcaliz, t_i

hy the inetallation of a new precycie stripper cGlumn.

At tl_e end of 1956, facilitie_ were being in-
stalled to effect iodine remo_'al and acid recovery

from tile dissolving ope:'ation.

The process capacity of the to!vent extraction

plants permitted the removal of T Plant from active

production in ;'.la. ,I, Prior to its "retirement",

T Plant proccs,_-d and prmluced neptunium on a

0peeial r,_.covc_." program requested hy Argonne

Nation: _ Laborator?.'. "lhc bismuth phosphate plants

were placed in _tandbv conddio[_.- Recuplex. a multi.purposc solvent extraction .

facility for recover.v of plutonium in the 234-5

Building. was activated for production in 1956.

The plutonium recovered through this facility and

other recover' equipment amounted to 17 % of the

total production of the isolation and fabrication
facility.

MOCK-UP INSTALLATION OF FULL BACKCYCLE
EQUIPMENT AT REDOX

The installation permits recycling of waste streams

that were formedy discarded. View is _ookingdirectly A view showing part of the operating consolesand
down into the _@II. control panels of the remote mechanicalfabrication line.
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METAL RECOVERY

Uranium recover)' was comparable to 1955

i and an 8% reduction in unit cost was attained. At

)'car end, uranium recovery from previouwly _torcd

wastes neared completion. The remainder of the

program consi_t_ of the removal of residual material

from _torage tank_.

Protluction of UO3 exceeded the 1955 total by

57%. During lhc lasl quarter, activation of three

continuous, calcining units contributed to the pro-

duction. A major part of the production increase.

huwevt:r, wa._ duc to improved opt,ration of lhc

batch proce_ calcining lmt_.

A dight reductio|| in unit production c'o_t_ wa_"

rt,alizcd in 1t)56 det_pite increa_cd nmi,tenance

rost_ cau_d by high throughput rates.
The activation of three continuou,, calcincr_

during the last quarter i_ reflected in a downward

trend of unit co_t_, for this period. Mechanical

dilllcultit-_ with the Imwder handling facilities, a_oci-

ated with the continuou_ unit,, hampered production

during their initial operation. Ai year'_ end the

production Imtential of the_e unit_ was becoming

apimr_,,t. 'l'hia potential i_ reflected in lhc Decem.

bcr UO 3 production, which eetablished a new high

throughput, exceeding any previou_ month by 27 %.

....... lr ,,,, ' rl ..... r,' npr, ,,, ' II...... ' ' ' II .... qr,','Iltl' ,' ' _ _r'lrll_p " tll_, , j,J J ,, ,, ,'n t _Rnyl_
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,Materials handling was improved during the

last quarter when facilities for handling bulk U03

shipping containers were put into service. The new

five-ton containers replaced the 900 pound drums

for shipping material off site.

UNCLA|SlI_It 0

A view of several of the new five.ton bulk shipping
containersand their special flat car. Thesenew containers
not only improve material handling but are used as feed
hoppers for the customer.
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future power application were irradiated to a |ow Advances in the last three years in extending the

- " exposure. Other cluster .elemenl_ have been made uppertemperatureto whichaluminumcan be used in water

that will he irradiated to higher expomtrc,_. A few cooled reactor service are indicated in this bar graph.
The potential economicadvantage of aluminumover zir-=,m

sample elements of uranium.magnesium matrix con|urn alloys for fuel element jackets can be realized if
'' fuel material were irradiated in the Materials Test. means for use of aluminum at sufficientlyhigh water

ing Reactor to over 20 times the burnout in fuel temperaturescan be determined.
elements in the Hanford production reactors. Ex.

perimentation with uranium oxide and plutonium

fuel material0 ao part of the study for the Plutonium
Recycle Program was in an early stage at the end

of the year.
I_NCI.AII|IFI _[0

. .:. ' / " ._; _'._ " .-,_',_-._Ir'cJ'_'."_A*j_I,

• ,.. .._ . .,.., _.,,

.._.. _,/,_ ,_; _,,_._._..-_..,#_r.3
•., // -_ ,..._! -?_._._/-.;_._.¢'_f_
• .//.. . ..,,._,,-_.:_r--_:_._I,:..._j._,A,.>,

';_" ' '__)_ _ " '_".,_'_'.:_ "._,__.,_.il::_

.I , $" .: ,_,.t'; ,_.." . ".. ..'., _, ._'j_ . _d,_

; ".:. " ' " -_:" :" " _,_j- _I 'l_'"•...-... _._. ;- ,):" - .._,_ . _ .

""" . .'. _'.: .'.,'/'.,,_ ,_ .;_ )".,,.a'_'._/..",;,:_)_'_.:2,_,,,:_...
, .: .. .F ',' ,_" ;,.( t_r',,' _ "t ::._' " .."

•. .. : , .... ....., _;._.,,___,,;_)_ff_.....'-../2 ...:ii..,
..... , .... " .?' ,) • _ - ¢'_j:=_ ,t P".,r.._l"_ ' )

. .d_ /" _" '",_/_ :_.'_,_. __/.,_"_ :"g. Patternsof cooling water flow past fuel elementsof
. :r..._' _!. 7.,_.f:i'._._,_ ' ,_" :_'_l._.lq_,_d_._(_... _': :. ,ew designsand are studied in transparent tubesusingpah

at|zed light and particles suspendedin the water to give
Electron micrographs of uranium before and after colored flow lines. Eddies and stagnant areas which in

irradiation are usedin studyingdamage in irradiated fuels, actual usemight resultin excessivecorrosionor inadequate
• These micrographs are at 7500 fold magnification. The cooling are located by visual examination. Necessary

tiny reference spheres are 0.000015 inches in diameter, modiflcationstothe deslgnscan then be determined. Other
The distorted and banded structure after irradiation is coolingwater flow studieshave indicated that there exists

p typical of deformed metal. Interpretation of such micro- approximately a 10-fold greater marginof safety inallow.
graphs is valuable in the development of improved fuel able scramtime to avoid melting of Hanford reactor com-
elements, ponentsthan earlier predictionshad indicated.
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At ycaJ" cml, criteria were iii prelmratio.s for a
fuel element teat reactor which will be an effective

tool for the further development of l,lore e,uluri,sg
and advanced nuclear fuels.

The improved productio,! reactor program

included .tudies on high pre_ure and high tem-

perature operation with zireo,dum proee_ tubej
and zirconium clad fuel elements; reactor coolant

recirculation; u0e of organic eoolants in place of

water, lattice .pacing variations; and initial .coping

of plants having power generation capacities. Theseare experimental fuel elementsof uraniumsho_
cast in a matrix of magnesiummetal. Theycontain about
65 volume per cent uranium, lt has been demonstrated

_.i"_'" ! experimentallythat although .the particles of uranium in

this type of elementmay deform, the whole elementdoes
not deform even up to 20 timesthe normal exposurefor

._ fuel elementsin the Hanford reactors.

_I This experimental four.rod cluster fuel element gas
been designedfor use in high temperature reactor cooling
water (300° C.) Failure of one rod will not cause sudden

This photo showsexperimental, self-supporting fuel blockageof the reactor tube. Sudden blockage and in-
elements with the supports variously attached by stud, terruption of water flow in a tube could occur in high
spot, and ultrasonic welding techniques. Misalignmen!-- temperature water with failure of a solidcylindricalale-
cocking or column bowing -. which sometimesoccurswith ment. Thiscould causesevere permanent damage to the
standard Hanford elements in reactor tubes, con result in reactor in the time required to shutdown.
hot spots and fuel element jacket failures. Preliminary
out-of-reactor tests indicate better alignment should be
obtained with fuel element, of a self-supportingdesign.

UlilCJ./t_|l tll[I

e.

Pilot equipment using electricity to simulate nuclear
heating is usedto explore engineeringfrontiersof reactor
cooling. Testsat extreme conditionsof fuel power genera.
tion, temperature,pressure, and cooling water flow define
safe operating standards and pave the way for process
improvementsand new designconcepts.

-
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PRP DEMONSTRATION REACTOR

EMERGENCY STEAM BOILER

SUPPLY FANS / CONTROL ROOM REACTOR HALL/ AIR LOCK

OFFICE AREA

• .4_k

• . ° .-

/ , .- CHANGE ROOM '"-'--..
t

! f,

/ '/ t
STORAGE BASIN " PROCESS CELL

TRANSFER BASIN

D20 STORAGE SUMP

To obtain information on the tempera-

ture coefficient of a graphite-uranium

lattice, experiments were conducted in

an exponential reactor which was heated

to 460° C. The exponential reactor Is

shown above with part of the heat Insula-
tion material removed. Refined criteria

for safe operating procedures for Hanford

reactors and for performance dee,,andecl ":

of control and safety devices were estab- i
lished based on information obtained in

these experiments.

. o. _.

IIIICI,JIIIII li| Ii
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I
Lattice experiments wereI

"" i I perfo_'med in small exponen-_ _ tial reactors to re_ord infor-
mation on the reactivity of
enriched uranium la_lices. In

J the picture, a radium-beryl-

,.c_,l,,E_ The Physical Constants Testing Reactor--which went critical last year--was lium neutron source is being "

further developed.for obtaining data on the behavior of neutrons in lattices that positioned in the graphite face

ore proposed for use in new reactors. The properties of several such lattices section of one of these react-
were measured Improved methods were developed for calculating physics infor- ors to furnish the neutron flux

mation for arrcAngements which could not be duplicated by laboratory experiment, needed for these measure-

and for co._e* where approximate values are required for soaping purposes, ments.

This well logging equipment, employ- Experiments were conducted with en-

ing the principles of scintillation gamma riched uranium in light water to give

ray spectrometry, automatically plots a information on which to base nuclear

graph of the concentration of various safety specifications for the handling and

radioisotopes vs. depth as the probe is storage of this material. The experiments

lowered into the well to a depth of 500 were designed to determine the quantity
feet. Such information is needed in con- of uranium required for criticality under

nection with the disposal of wastes in the different conditions. A typical lattice

soil to assure high standards of radio- assembly and the water tank are shown
above. U'*CLASS*F;t o

logical protection, u.cu.,.,.,=o

,e
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CHEMICAL

Chemical re._earch and develolmW-t programs

were continued in .til)port of the prmluetion plantt_

and in the development of new equipment and

processes.
Based on .,,tudies of soh'ent extraction opera-

tion, a change was made in the (le._ign of the third _

cycle pulse column in the Purex plant. This change _ "

resulted in an improvement in product quality, as l

well as an inert, ase in capacity. Similar improve.
.,.

ments of the fi_t cycle put.,4: column will iwrmit '.,.i_:_
changing the three-cycle process to a two.cycle

system. Tld.,, will a._sttre Inigher plant yiehls, lower

raw material cost._ and greater operational flex-

ibility. _,
An-ion exchange process for eontcentratin_ the

, Purex plutonium prmhtet ._tream wa.. demon.qtrated _:,
in the laboratory. Prototviw equipment is now

being installed for demonstration in the plant. An

ion exchange process for the recovery of plutoniunn ;..7"
from the Purex waste stream was also demonstrated

in the laboratory. ,,cL,,,_,,t,

Improved processes for removal of radioruthe. Theseare modelsof cartridgesusedina Purexsolvent
nium in the head-end treatment step in separation extractionpulsecolumn. Originally sieve plateswere ar-

plants were developed. Laboratory work was done ranged as shownat the left. Now a compositeof plastic:

in support of the design of process equipment for and stainlesssteel plates are arranged in an alternativepattern as shownat the right. This results in substantial
more effective removal of radioiodine from separa- improvement in decontamination of the plutonium.bearing
tion plant .qtack gase.q, stream, and at the tame time increasesthe throughput

capacity of the column.
U lICI,.A$llPll 0

Continued laboratory and field research in gaol.

nay, soil chemistry, and hydrology has increased
information on the distribution of radioactive waste

materials disposed of underground. This has con-

_'_ tributed to better understanding of the behaviora.

and ultimate fate of materials so disposed of.

- Research has continued on methods of prep-

aration of uranium fluoride that will permit elimi-

nating some of the present proeessing steps.

Shown above is a dismantled scintillationsensingcell Preliminary studies were made of methc.ris that
used for continuousanalysis of concentration of alpha might be suitable for processing possible alternate
emitting substances such as plutonium and other trans, reactor fuels such as enriched uranium or uranium

uronic elements in process streams. This device, with alloys in existing plants.

suitable recording and indicating electronic components, Processes were developed in the laboratory for
;s being developed in the laboratory for ultimate use in
control of separationsplant operations. Development of efficient separation of specific fission products from

this instrument follows plant application of continuous separations plant wastes. Studies show that mn ex-
gamma-ray analyzersonstreamscontainingfissionproducts, istlng building could be used for these proeeJses.
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This processhas been developed in the laboratory for the separationand recovery of radio-cesiumfrom the Purex
Plant waste stream. The final compound,cesiumzinc ferrocyanide, is a new composition of matter which has been
disc'overed. Similar stepsto thoseshownhere can be used to separate the other significantradioisotopesof rare earthsin

,, the fissionproduct mixture. Theseseparated isotopeswill have increasing commercialvalue as highlevel radiation sources.

UIIGI_IIIFI|II

,

WEAPONS COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT!*.... : Plutonium weapoue compouent tlevelop,uentt
activities included successful demonstration of a

I proee_ for fabrication of a new production model,

and the development-fabrication of numerous ex.

perimental weaponll devices in support of the

University of California Radiation Laboratory weap-

._ one development program.

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

._i.. ] Operations research has been centered maii, ly
in two areas. The first involved studies of Hanford

and related AEC operations to evaluate eriteria e_;,eh"

ae unit cost and production, and to develop the

,. background and understanding for using mathe_

matieal methods for determining optimum opera-a.

ring eonditions batted on these or improved indlcew.

ThiJ ia an area of continuing communleatlon be.

tween HAPO management and the AEC. New

recognitions and decisions are reflected in changes

in operating specifications.

Research aleo wat concerned with wywtem, anal-

ysis and data processing procedures in suel_ areas

The Instrument shown above automatically rumples as the effective u_e of production information and

reactor effluentwater dischargedinto the Columbia River, the improvement of manpower utilizatioq.

evaporatesthe samplesto drynessin small cups, analyzes EffortJ in statistical analysis resulted in ius-
the radio emiuions from the residues,and in effect plots
the concentrationsof ali significantradioisotopeson a re. provements in the quality control program for the
corderchart. This monitoring is one of the stepsusedin fuel element manufacturing proee_ refinements of

controlling discharges to the river, statistical aspects of fuel element testing theories
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and in evaluation of test data, the development (_ ....... -

a method for making the required statistical state.

ment of final product quality, and the etren_henin K

sad facilitating of experimentation conducted by p -
the various research groups. . '

METEOROLOGY \ ,\ _t

Continuing experimental meteorlogical studies ....
provide further Information for determining atmos- .... + :

pheric conditions that allow safe release of ga+ms i \ '
from the chemical separations plants. Similar J
information was ahm developed to show how to !

prevent or mitigate harmful conseq,cnce_ of the ?
. . release of radioactive clouds in the remote possi-

bility of a reactor disaster. 1,I

J

'' Air samplers are launched to measure the vertical "

distribution in the atmosphere of material discharged from Ili

a tall chimney. The samplers are held aloft by a captive

bilmp which may be placed at any desired position down-

wind from the chimney and up to 1000 feet above the
ground. Measurements on the samples are used to deter-

mine the amount of material which can be discharged

safely under various meteorological condit;ons. .-- .
UIIGImAlll Jt" lt 0

BIOLOGY

Biology research continued to give further Studies have continued on the effects of many
information on the effects of radioactive material principal radioactive materla!s resulting from Han-
in living processes, ford processes to animals, fish, aquafie plants and

_/liGI.AI li rf| I[ I Ulgl_Jl|fflJl

• r" _.._ _--'.: _ ,_.- ,. '_ • ;. ':+ "" o,_- .'_ _*_ '_ ". •

,..':'. - :__ _: ,':._:_._t.,/_ p ._.-.. ,. _._,;_ .._, ,...• ..._.; . ... ,.Ly.Z..._...t_..:++4_K,,._ ..... .... •o
..o.,..,,_._+_e_,_T_+. :__. ::::.._.,:,_..:

": ,_ -'.: __...YMP_ _ '.',-" "
_+:_l'Y_.r.+Z'_ -" . - " "..,.:,..._

_,, . _ " , j, +.-,,, .;,_. ... ...
++,,+,,.;m._."".._.. . :.:,.+j_..+._r' p..+. ,._p/_,,+_..t,xe_+,,_+,_.+,.+.,_, ..,,,:• ......+ . ,p...... -,t, . * - w..- - i " --• . _.. .... .,+.r_..,.,.+# ".7;i,-.;:_._ • ",-_-, "-' '_o_' • _,.;. +

, .... ...............+.' :'+-..'_.--:..:+;.,+.,"+++_(,_':,_.r::p+++Z_.'+' . .; ",._.,_ "
• . : ..:.. }.,, _,.. +_, . , ..._ . . :.o.. , ,_J

+' "' _. r. ::_.., : e. ,r,..+ 't. ' ;,_' +-'. "'->;.+.,.+,":.-.. :_,_ .. _x._.,u .;

In the continuing investigation of the effects of radioiodine on the thyroid, for the first time, tumors have been
produced in the thyroid of sheep. A normal thyroid and thyroid with tumor are shown. The tumors resulted from admin-

istration daily for over four years of 300 to 500 times the accepted maximum permissible dosage for the thyroid of man.
This type of work is done to define safe limits for radioiodine on grazing lands. Information from these studies is also of

some value in human medlcine due to the widespread clinical use of radioiodine.
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:illllll|| organilm_ and crops. The o|udiei have been

Iqllil!! eoneenaed with effeeli from drinking, inhalation,

__ ,.._.._ __J,m_i/.,\\\\_.\._:...,.,\_,:'_._.,""_;""_"'_:' ,i" _"_'_\\i\\_'_,0\'_','_.\\_'_._ eoulaet expiurei, accumulation iu plants, and
-C_F.._-: ... .._,_. .,.. , ' \_.\\V\\\\\\\\\_"
I_._ '_'_* _:"*"" _-._\\\_}_X':"'"" eoueentrition through "food ehaini', such ai, river
_i- <. --_."__'_ \'i' i'*,';" algae to fish to human consumption. Information
" .qt_ "_ ; ' " " "' '' "1 , '. I '._,. ', _,\,'. \",. ' ',,.., developed in this research provides criteria for

i _ '__.i determining thai operating procedures assure safe

l'l/!!i t\l\___ ' " _ handling and disposition of radloaetive proc,, ma-
t_l • '.: :' , x,.\\;.. '_... , terialoinatomieenerb_/operatlons-

.-. ,',--i.:"
This illustration showswater containingplu. Effluent from Hanford reactors is now re- _.-.

tonium being administered to anaesthetized tained in large reservoirsfor a few hoursbefore ii;-'." !_
young and adult rats with syringe and fine being released to the Columbia River." One /
rubber t_bing insertedinto the stomach. These reasonfor thisretention is to allow radioactive
tests have shown that plutonium in drinking decay of short-livedisotopes,and thusreduce¢

water is absorbed and depositedin very young the radiation hazard to valuablefishand other ,
animals to nearly 1_ timesthe extent in adult formsof river life. To determinewhether such _i._"

animals. Theserecruitscitethe extra precautions retention is actually needed, Columbia River _' _l_
needed when the radioactivematerials maybe organismsin miniature rivers such as shown
availobl,_to the young, here are being exposed to effluent which has

not been aged in the reservoirs.
IIICI.ASII FUll

UNCLASSil

This photo shows whitefishbeing kept in
water containing reactor effluent. Whitefish "

are increasing in popularity as a sport fishin
the Rkhland area. Unlike salmon, whitefishdo

s d" / I_

"_,_'" .- not migrate. Those in the ColumbiaRivernear
- "" _ t_ / L_.,i Hanfordar. exposedto r.actor .fflu.nt through- 'out their whole life. .' Testshave been performed on sheepsimu-

lating conditionsmoresevere than could occur
u.c_._,.,_,|, in this country due to fallout from atomic

_ weapons tests. The testsshowedminor or no
effectson the animals. This photo showsthe
manner of applying a plaque of strontium-90
to the back of a sheep.

. _. Test plots of barley irrigated with reactor
effluent, concentrated up to 25-fold, showedno
differencescompared to control plots irrigated
with distilledwater. Thisis part of on extensive
study to demonstrate that release of effluents
to the Columbia Riverhas no damaging effect
on irrigated crops.
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SUPPORTINGOPERATIONS
CONSTRUCTIONENGINEERING

Speeialized architect.engineering design and
construction management aterviees performed dur- L

in s 1956 included:

I. CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT i

FOR CPFF LtBOR SERVICE

CONSTRUCTION WORK

Construction work completed in [956

totaled $15,400,000 for 502 projects and _.
.. work orders. A peak CPFF Labor Service

contractor force of 1172 was utiliT_,d in ac. o

-eompliahing the work and the major part of

this manpower was utilized in the Reactor .,"

Plant Modification Program for B, D, DR. F,
and H Reactors.

2. DESIGN ENGINEERING

'1Developed a substantial amount of en-

gineering design required in support of -

improved prc_luction and research facilities I ':_

at Hanf_ord and design.q were provided for :, ._

the Hanford Test Loop_ to lm installed iu the l:.'_,. :.=

Arco Experi mental Test Reactor.. • ;'. [___3. INSPECTION ......... "_--r '_"
...._._

In 1956 Construction Engineering pro. _ --,_
y'.4. o

. _lV,vided inspection for 819,645,000 of engl.

neered equipment for Hanford. This repre- , _ "_,¢

ser.ted 1760 orders from 600 vendor plants ' - ' ":'
located in 230 cltie_.

le.
|g- .... t

ig,_,

I¢_ ".

,e . .w°'
cb_/0

,.. " _ t_dr m'

P _ P_

• r" t'_lBll• " ,',"7.'" •,_ ".I_"'"? ,
Slm't,... :.
' _ " • i _' "

I #
• Iii. ".911

11111RCl.U'"IB "

• • : ! -
e ".'.lt?'.

I_ II1' ., .. '_, ,'. "
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RADIATION PROTECTION

During 1956, exposures of Hanford worke_ to
ionizin 8 radiation continued to be Jubttantially be-

low the limits recommended in recent summary

reports by the National Academy of Science,. Sev-

eral Hanford scientists contributed by serving as
NAS committee members.

The completeneu of personnel exposure rec-

orda made it possible to make an extensive report

to the AEC',, Division of Biology and Medicine.

Conversion of these exposure records to electronie

data processing methods wu partially completed in

1956. This ehange w/II permit improved control

and analysis of individual radiadon exposures by

II making records quickly-accessible on a compre-
, henuive basis to both operating management and

This 38 ten processre,el is on exampleof equipment government bodies.
inspected at vendor plant locations.

ELECTRICAL UTILITIES

Throughout 1956. work performed for the

"__ Water Plant Expansion Program in the Irradiation

• Proce_ing areas utilized virtually ali time and

attention above that required for operation of the

Hanford electrical system.

A new, third 230KV transmi_ion line was

completed, switchgear it" four reactor area primary

__ ,ubetations was augmented for increased loads, and

i. -: ;_:,-., new operating power procedures were developed to

meet future altered loading and voltage conditions.• i _ Work was started on replacement of 70% of

the Hanford plant radio equipment and construction

Partial view of a continuous calcinor installed during of a new FM transmitting ,station on Rattlesnake
the U03 Plant expansion program underthe directionof Mountain.

- ConstructionEngineering.
. °

DATA PROCESSINGFACILITIES

The constantly increasing demand for data

processing services has required operation of the

IBM Type 702 Electronie Data Processing Machine

_: around the clock for ao average of six days a week.

During the year, the balance of work previously

Performed with punched card equipment has been

converted to the 702 and a number of new applica-
tions installed. Since installation of the 702 in

H|gh pressure system manifold fabricated in con-
struction shops ot Hanford as part of the Reactor Plant June, 1955, the number of machine operator, has
ModificationProgram. been reduced from 21 to 7.

Ill_llm_mmn--,,,_
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Equipment is shown b_;.g used to transcribe employ.
ee's radiation exposure records to IBM cords.

UIICL,JLI$1 li! I[ •
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